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Magic Kingdom 
Dance off
More than a 
mirage
Dance team’s first trip to 
national championship 
in Disney – B6
Local musician 
releases first mix tape 
– B1
On January 8th, tragedy struck Tuscon, 
Ariz.,w Jared Lee Loughner, a 22-year-
old college student, allegedly interrupted 
a public appearance by Congresswoman 
Gabrielle Giff ords by opening fi re on the 
crowd gathered outside the Safeway super-
market where Giff ords was speaking. Six 
people were killed in the shooting, and an-
other 14 were injured. Giff ords was serious-
ly injured and hospitalized. 
Although the attack happened in Arizo-
na, but will the repercussions aff ect the rest 
of the country too? Some are split on the 
answer. 
“Th e most likely repercussion is in-
creased concern for security,” said Joe Ger-
shtenson, a professor of political science at 
Eastern. “Th ere will be caution about public 
appearance, where they are appearing and 
when they are appearing.”
At the same time, Gershtenson said he 
thinks any repercussions will be short-
term, and he doesn’t believe the incident 
will have a long-term impact on politicians’ 
security anywhere, especially in Kentucky.
Courtney Jackson of the EKU College 
Democrats says otherwise. 
“Security will defi nitely increase, even 
if it is only local police at events,” Jackson 
said. 
However, Jackson shares Gershtenson’s 
thoughts on the lack of aff ect in Kentucky.
“People (in Kentucky) feel like it’s never 
going to happen here,” she said.
Jordan Yurt, chairman of the EKU Col-
lege Republicans, said he believes there will 
By SETH LITTRELL
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Shooting has far reaching consequences
Let the games heal you
Midnight trips to McDonald’s to pick up a 
movie may be a thing of the past for Eastern’s stu-
dents.
Residence Life Council (RLC) is in the begin-
ning stages of negotiating a deal to have a movie 
rental kiosk installed on campus.
Th e kiosk will be either a traditional Redbox, 
such as the ones located in McDonald’s, or the 
newer Blockbuster version, Blockbuster Express 
A proposal to grant Veterans early 
registration through special classifi ca-
tion was voted down by Student Sen-
ate Jan. 18. 
“I can see why students are upset. 
Th ere is that question of ‘Where do you 
draw the line?’,” said Brett Morris, As-
sociate Director of Veteran’s Aff airs. 
“But, you have to look at what that im-
plies.”
Th e legislation was part of Opera-
tion Veteran Success, an initiative by 
the VA offi  ce to attract Veterans to 
Eastern and maintain a steady path for 
Veterans to graduate. Th e legislation 
received unanimous approval in Facul-
ty Senate and the Council on Academic 
Aff airs. Morris said the student repre-
sentatives who sit on these councils did 
not state any opposition. 
“I wasn’t expecting students to be 
that upset,” he said.
Morris said if he had been employed 
by Eastern at the time special classifi -
cation began, he would have asked for 
veterans to be considered at that time. 
“Everyone said it was going to open 
Pandora’s box again, but I’m opening 
that box,” Morris said.
Special classifi cation for student 
Veterans was considered for many rea-
sons, Morris said, including a restricted 
schedule for Veterans who have college 
paid for by the GI Bill, extensive ap-
pointments at the VA Hospital in Lex-
ington and administrative effi  ciency in 
dealing with the paperwork. 
“Students need to be registered for 
classes, with schedules that fi t their De-
greeWorks before any processing can 
be done,” Morris said. Th e staff  that 
processes the government documents 
is a smaller staff , Morris said. 
“It’s not like we are trying to isolate 
ourselves,” said John McNeal, a sopho-
more emergency medical services and 
You may have been to a sock hop, a formal or 
even a rave before, but few can say they have ever 
been to a sophisti rave.
So what is a sophisti rave? 
Honors Advisory Council Treasurer Janene 
Johnston said it is a term coined by the honors 
council to describe the rave as sophisticated, yet 
have all the characteristics of a classic rave.
“You can get dressed up, but it’s still a rave,” 
Johnston said.
Th e honors council is hosting a Sophisti Rave 
Jan. 27 in the Keen Johnson building at 8 p.m. un-
til midnight.
 “We decided to do a sophisti rave because it is 
off  the wall, something diff erent,” Honors Advisory 
Council President Chris Th urman, said.
Th e rave will be semi-formal. Admission to the 
Coming soon to 
a box near you
Dance proceeds to benefit kids 
and libraries around the world
Senate denies veterans priority registration
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RESIDENCE LIFE COUNCIL
NEGOTIATES DEAL TO BRING
MOVIE KIOSK TO CAMPUS
STUDENT SENATE DENIED 
REGISTRATION APPROVAL AT 
TUESDAY NIGHTS MEETING
ILLUSTRATION BY TREY BURKE/PROGRESS
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The Honors Advisory Council will host a “Sophisti Rave” to raise 
donations for an international book project.
Zack Milam, a sophomore from Harrodsburg, 
rents from the Blue Box outside of Speedway.
 › SEE RAVE, PAGE A6
 › SEE VETERANS, PAGE A6
 › SEE GUNS, PAGE A3
 › SEE BLUE BOX, PAGE A6
ARIZONA SHOOTING SPARKS 
DISCUSSION ON SECURITY, 
GUN CONTROL
Last Saturday, minutes after a gun-
man attacked innocent lives outside a 
suburban supermarket in Tucson, Ariz., 
the University of Arizona athletic direc-
tor made a decision to cancel the home 
basketball game that night between the 
Wildcats and Stanford. 
It was moved to Sunday. It was the 
right choice. Arizona men’s basketball 
coach Sean Miller said he expected a 
half-full gym. He was wrong. It was a 
packed house. 
I think the game allowed the people 
of Tucson a chance to take their minds 
off  of this tragic event. Not to forget 
about it, but for 40 minutes to have some 
peace. It was a reminder of what sports 
can mean to the world. A reminder that 
sports can heal you, if you let it. 
Sports always seem to be in the right 
place at the right time, especially after a 
tragedy.  
Yeah, they might take a two or three-
day hiatus, but the games always come 
www.easternprogress.com
Ryan
Alves
 › SEE COPING, PAGE A6
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Upcoming Campus Events
Week of January 20 - 27
The Colonel’s Calendar What’s Happening 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday
Dance theatre
auditions Jan. 22
EKU Dance Th eater will 
have spring auditions 2 to 5 
p.m. Jan. 22 in the Weaver 
Dance Studio. Th ose audi-
tioning do not need to pre-
pare a piece as each chore-
ographer will teach a short 
phrase. Cloggers and tap-
pers should come prepared 
with shoes for the clogging 
piece. Th e spring concert is 
April 6-9. For more infor-
mation, contact Marianne 
McAdam at 622-1901.
Spring residence 
hall changes
Campus housing will al-
low Residence Hall changes 
for the spring semester. All 
students seeking to change 
buildings should meet with 
the Residence Hall Coordi-
nator of their desired build-
ing and bring student iden-
tifi cation. Students seeking 
to change apartments or 
move into Brockton Apart-
ments should meet with 
a Housing offi  cial in the 
Housing offi  ce, 552 in SSB 
and bring student iden-
tifi cation. All room and 
building changes are on a 
fi rst come, fi rst serve ba-
sis. Th ese will be the only 
permitted room changes 
of the semester. Residence 
Hall change times are 1 to 3 
p.m. and 6 to 8 p.m. on Jan. 
20, 2 to 4 p.m. Jan. 21, 1 to 3 
p.m. Jan. 24 and 10 a.m. to 
12 p.m. Jan 25.
Walden auditions
Auditions for Rose Barn 
Th eater’s production of 
“Walden: Th e Ballad of 
Th oreau” starts at 6 p.m. 
on Jan 20 and 10 a.m. on 
Jan 22 in Perkins Building 
212/220. Th e production 
is the combined eff orts of 
EKU’s Arts and Humanities 
Collaborative and Regional 
Stewardship program and 
Rose Barn Th eater. Open-
ing night will feature an 
“EKU Earth Days” recep-
tion with Lexington play-
wright Michael Johnathon 
and eight paid performanc-
es at various Eastern Ken-
tucky high schools. 
Th ree male parts are 
available for ages 30, 50 
and 60 and one female part, 
age 20.  Performances are 
scheduled for late March 
and early April. For more 
information contact April 
Jones at 622-1424 or view 
the event at www.facebook.
com/event.
Spring fraternity 
recruitment begins
Fraternity Recruit-
ment begins Jan. 27. Bids 
are extended on behalf of 
chapters between 9 a.m. 
and 4 p.m. on Jan. 28 in 
the Kennamer Room. For 
more information, con-
tact Steven Smith at ste-
ven_smith315@eku.edu or 
visit http://www.fraterni-
ties.eku.edu/IFC/Recruit-
ment/ for individual meet-
ing places and time.
8:30 a.m.
  TLC Fireside chat 
with President 
Whitlock in the 
Faculty Lounge in 
the Keen Johnson 
Building 
5 p.m.
  Student Life Lead-
ership Series- Do-
ing What You 
Love in Herndon 
Lounge 
6-8 p.m. 
  Women’s club vol-
leyball tryouts in 
Weaver Gym
8 p.m.
  Cincinnati Guitar 
Ensemble plays in 
Giff ord Th eatre
11 a.m.
  Men’s Tennis at 
Virginia Tech
1 p.m.
  Men’s Basket-
ball at More-
head State
3:45 p.m.
  Women’s Bas-
ketball at 
Morehead State
2 p.m.
  Tips and Tricks 
on new Student 
Email Work-
shop at Tech 
Commons
4:15 p.m.
  Residence Life 
meeting, Jag-
gers Room
10 a.m.
  Blood Drive, Fit-
ness and Well-
ness Center
8 p.m.
  Residence Life 
meeting, Jag-
gers Room
6 p.m.
  Men’s Tennis at 
Virginia
4 p.m.
  Zumba in the Gym, 
No registration re-
quired
7 p.m.
  NPHC Spring Re-
cruitment, Infor-
mational in the 
Martin Hall Base-
ment.
News Briefs
University Drive 
gets new meters
Kit Carson call boxes 
not operational
Th e University Park-
ing Advisory Commit-
tee approved 10 new 
parking meters placed 
along University Drive 
in front of the Library. 
Th e meters were put 
in place to aid short-
term library patrons 
with more parking op-
tions. All meters will be 
enforced 24/7. 
Various call boxes 
along Kit Carson Drive 
are not operational. 
Operating emergen-
cy phones on Kit Car-
son can be found out-
side the front entrances 
of each dorm and inside 
the smoking shakes found 
outside of each classroom 
building.
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Non-traditional students have voice, no vote
A proposed revision to the bylaws, which placed the 
previously defunct Non-traditional Student Council into 
an active advisory role, was approved by Student Senate 
Jan. 18. 
“Th e goal was to give them a way to meet, be a part 
of senate, without the responsibilities and demands, and 
while keeping in mind their busy schedules,” said Caleb 
Armbrust, Student Body President. 
  Th e current Student Senate bylaws and constitution 
state that the Non-Traditional Student Council’s original 
purpose was to serve strictly as an advisory council; ex-
pressing their opinions and the needs of the non-tradi-
tional student population without having the right to vote 
on any legislation. 
“I don’t see the point in them having them [voting 
rights],” Armbrust said. “A non-traditional student can get 
on Senate like any other student.”
  Non-traditional student and Senate representative 
Matthew Th acker, who presented the original amend-
ment in November to allow the non-traditional student 
council representative the right to vote on Student Sen-
ate, said the amendment was met with unwelcoming arms 
when it reached Cabinet to be voted upon.
 “When [the amendment] got to Cabinet, Caleb Arm-
brust and I debated Article VII Section B of the constitu-
tion that talks about representation,” Th acker said.
 Th is section states there is to be one voting senator per 
every 700 students and two voting senators per each of 
the fi ve colleges and these senators are to be voted for by 
the student body in addition to a representative for each 
extended campus. Armbrust said. ”We didn’t want to give 
a vote to someone who wasn’t necessarily elected by the 
student body.”
 “What Caleb and I disagree on is it is my understand-
ing that the Non-trad Council serves in the same capacity 
as the extended campus Non-trad Council [which has a 
voting representative],” Th acker said. “[Armbrust] is say-
ing that is does not and that if Senate gives the Non-trad 
Council representative voting rights it will take away one 
elected spot in the Senate,”
 After the amendment didn’t pass Cabinet in the fall, 
Th acker took the proposed amendment off  the table in 
order to get other legislation passed. He presented the 
amendment again Tuesday, January 11 to be voted upon 
in Senate a week later. Th e senate approved the legisla-
tion. 
“It would be good to have a voice,” said Christine Gild-
ersleeve, Senior Academic Recorder and Non-tradition-
al Student Council representative. Gildersleeve said she 
was “disappointed” and a lack of voting privileges does 
not contribute positively to the role of the Non-tradition-
al Student Council. 
Th acker said his intention is, by working with the chief 
justice, to get constitutional interpretation of what role 
the non-traditional student council actually serves. He 
said he plans to make a constitutional amendment to add 
a Non-traditional student representative to those that are 
given voting rights. 
“Really, it’s all an interpretation as how advisory works,” 
Th acker said. “Really, there was just nitpicking.” 
By MAGGIE LAFLEUR AND TAYLOR PETTIT
progress@mymail.eku.edu
 It’s that time of the year again, when 
select students dress up fancy and begin 
their walk into Greek recruitment.
 Spring recruitment is not as popular 
as fall recruitment, but at the same time, 
many students are jumping for a chance to 
get into the Greek life. 
“It allows you to get involved in the 
community,” said Brittany Estridge, a po-
litical science major from Hiyden, Ky. and 
Vice President of Greek aff airs. 
One of her responsibilities is to make 
sure everything runs smoothly during the 
recruitment period.
 Th e GPA requirement is diff erent de-
pending on what fraternity or sorority a 
student decides to rush, but the average is 
2.5 or higher. Th e Interfraternity Council 
(Is this eastern or national requirements?) 
requires a 2.35 GPA for students with 
more than 12 hours as well as a 2.5 for high 
school students.
 Th e National Pan-Hellenic Council, the 
governing body of the seven NPHC sorori-
ties and fraternities, hold separate recruit-
ments. Th e NPHC has eight sororities and 
holds some formal recruitment events in 
the spring.
 “All chapters hold recruitments both 
semesters even though fall is when more of 
the action takes place,” said Lindsey Green-
well who is the assistant director of student 
involvement.
  Th e prices are what drive most stu-
dents mad (is this correct wording?) es-
pecially during fi rst semester recruitment. 
All the chapters have diff erent pricing on 
joining but the average for a new member 
is $413 while active member cost $277 (per 
semester?). Most of the chapters off er pay-
ment plans, which make it easier to pay.
 According to a fact sheet given out by 
the offi  ce of Greek Aff airs, greek life en-
hances a student’s educational experience, 
helps a student make friends and contrib-
utes positivly toward a future career.
Th e offi  ce of Greek Aff airs fact sheet 
also said that rumors of hazing and exces-
sive alcohol use are false. Greek Aff airs said 
that occasional alcohol use and occasional 
partying is not the main reasons students 
choose to sign up for greek recruitment.
 If you are interested in joining or have 
more questions to ask you can go to www.
greeklife.eku.edu or you can go to the 
Greek Aff airs department in the Powell 
building and speak with Lindsay Green-
well.
 
Greek life spring recruitment rushes onward
By GREG SCHULTE
progress@mymail.eku.edu
PHOTO SUBMITTED
Greek Sing is one of many activities for Greek recruits to look forward to when joining a 
sorority or fraternity.
be more lasting consequences. 
“Th ere will be heightened security over 
the next 20 years as a result of the shoot-
ing,” Yurt said.  
A big question the shooting brings to 
the forefront of peoples’ minds is gun con-
trol. While no movement has been offi  -
cially made to aff ect gun control after the 
shooting, many believe the incident makes 
a good case for discussing it.
Gershtenson said he thinks the shoot-
ing off ered a good case for gun control, but 
he also said that there probably wouldn’t be 
much of an aff ect made on the issue.
“Th e NRA and gun lobby is so strong 
that it would be diffi  cult to make any head-
way, but there possibly might be a return to 
the ban on assault weaponry,“ Gershtenson 
said.
Jackson thinks the shooting is a perfect 
example of the need for some gun control. 
Th e weapon Loughner allegedly used to at-
tack the crowd was a 9 mm handgun with 
an extended clip. Some proponents of gun 
control believe accessories such as extend-
ed clips should be banned, or at least hard-
er to get.
“I don’t see how anyone can say other-
wise,” Jackson said, defending her point. 
“Loughner was disturbed, but he was still 
able to get an extended clip.”
Yurt off ered another view on the issue. 
“We tend to think that the gun kills, as 
opposed to the person who pulled the trig-
ger,” Yurt said. “Th at’s kind of silly to me.” 
Yurt also said that if gun control were to 
be brought up, he doesn’t think it would be-
come a law.
“After the mid-term elections where the 
republicans swept the House of Represen-
tatives, I doubt any legislation would get 
far,” he said. 
Josh Koch, blogger and vice chairman 
of Kentucky’s Libertarian Party, believes 
that certain aspects of gun control will be 
looked at in the near future. 
“Th ere will be consideration for in-
creased registration for semi-automatic ri-
fl e importation,“ Koch said.
Th at being said, Koch doesn’t foresee 
any drastic changes happening soon as a 
result of the shooting. 
“Th e impact of this will be based on if it 
happens again,” Koch said. 
He doesn’t think it will happen again 
though, based on the fact that Loughner 
has no known political affi  liations.
“It wasn’t an act of violence, it wasn’t a 
terrorist act, it wasn’t a Tea Party act, this 
GUNS
CONTINUED FROM A1
Priority, where does the line end?
Once again, priority reg-
istration talks have surfaced.
Except this time around, 
the big debate has been 
whether or not to add Vet-
erans to the list of other 
“designated” student groups 
that can sign-up for classes 
earlier.
Student Senate denied 
approval for the policy ad-
dition Tuesday night; how-
ever, other campus offi  cials 
seem to be in favor of the in-
clusion.
Despite Senate’s ruling 
in this matter, it leads to the 
more general response of — 
Why?
Should Veterans receive 
priority registration? But 
also, if they are granted spe-
cial privileges, where does 
adding groups to the list 
end?
Th e creation of the 
course registration policy 
was fi rst approved in Fall 
2009, and began impacting 
students in the Spring 2010 
semester.
In brief, the policy called 
special attention to “desig-
nated groups” of students 
who deserved priority registration, due to scheduling and 
time constraints because of their involvement and “formal” 
relationship to the university.
Th ese groups include athletes, spirit groups, honors stu-
dents and students with disabilities. Th is list of student 
groups are allowed to register after graduate students and 
seniors who have accumulated more than 102 hours, and 
before all other seniors, and remaining students.
Naturally, as before, this ruling draws attention to the 
idea of seniority and the F-word — is this really FAIR?
Whatever the case may be, the element of fairness isn’t 
the main topic of debate this time, and instead pertains 
more to where should the line be drawn for adding groups 
to this “priority” list?
Belittling the approval of Veterans to sign-up for classes 
early is not what is intended by this editorial.
In fact, perhaps Veterans have all the right to be includ-
ed — it’s the least the university could do to honor our Vet-
erans and active military students, right? After all, Eastern 
is a top university for military enrollment. Th ese students 
have placed the nation’s defense before their own well-be-
ing and education.
Th e policy amendment in question states the reason for 
giving Veterans and other active members priority is be-
cause they “face numerous obstacles that impede success-
ful progress.”
Th e policy lists that many military students have to 
schedule classes around VA appointments. Other diffi  cul-
ties include unpredictable schedules and regular interrup-
tions for those students who are still serving and are in ac-
tive duty. 
According to the policy, some majors fi ll up fairly quick-
ly, which creates problems with overrides in order for mili-
tary students to meet VA payment procedures.
While these diffi  culties do pose certain hindrances for 
military students, what about all the other students who 
face similar problems?
For example, non-traditional students and parents also 
have restricting time con-
fl icts, with full-time jobs 
and attending to their chil-
dren and families.
But these groups of stu-
dents don’t receive any 
privileges.
It seems the inclusion 
of student groups based on 
time confl ictions is begin-
ning to become quite vague. 
All students have time 
confl icts.
To alleviate debates 
such as this, campus of-
fi cials should be required 
to develop a strict outline 
explaining the placement 
and addition of students to 
the “priority” list, in an ef-
fort to solve confusion and 
prejudiced concerns toward 
“regular” students.
Otherwise, any “group” 
of students could lobby 
their own reasons for why 
they should be granted ear-
ly registration, which would 
in fact, defeat the entire 
purpose of a set registra-
tion policy in the fi rst place, 
deeming it nearly non-exis-
tent.
Branching off  from that, 
should we even have a course registration policy in the fi rst 
place? All that seems to be stemming from the debate is 
confusion and unequal opportunities.
Despite the honorable and ever evident reasons for cer-
tain groups of students to receive these special privileges, 
simply addressing time confl icts isn’t a good enough rea-
son. 
All students are stressed for time. 
And, while it is clear that some student groups do have 
impending circumstances for their scheduling confl icts, 
such as athletes and honors students, simply because they 
are “formally” related to university affi  liations doesn’t mean 
other groups of students have any easier job attending to 
real jobs that they MUST schedule around.
In conclusion, it’s necessary for campus offi  cials to ex-
amine all the outliers to certain policies they enact, so that 
all students are equally taken care of in this collegiate realm 
of class registration. 
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Every Wednesday Th e Prog-
ress staff  has a budget meeting af-
ter the newspaper is sent off  to the 
printing press. 
During those meetings I stress 
the importance of getting out of 
your offi  ce chair and fi nding stories 
that are important, relevant and 
mean something to the campus.
Sometimes people come back 
with nothing, while other times it 
feels like we hit the jackpot. 
I often remind them that there 
are 16,000 students that attend 
school at Eastern. If you pick up 
a directory and e-mail someone, 
they probably have a story to tell. 
Last semester we covered the 
loss of two students, how suicide 
and depression are real things af-
fecting real people and other on-
going topics, like dance theatre, 
mold and Chautauqua lectures. 
Yet, we missed the boat on 
some things. 
I admit it. 
Could we have done more?
 Yes. 
Will we do more? 
Double yes. 
When I took over the paper 
I knew I wanted deeper news. I 
wanted less of the soft stuff  and 
more investigative pieces. 
I wanted a good mix of both. I 
had, and have, a contingency plan. 
It just takes some time. 
But for anyone that is outside 
of the paper’s walls, it may be hard 
to see. Some people are critical, 
and I take that as a challenge, be-
cause you care. 
If you didn’t care you would 
not speak up. 
So thank you.
Last semester we settled with 
an understaff ed paper. 
No complaints here. 
It’s just hard to cover a specif-
ic beat or dig deeper when we are 
college students, running around 
taking 18 credits, managing a pa-
per and living our lives. We are 
all busy. I am not making excus-
es, but the fact of the matter is we 
had our backs up against the wall, 
fi ghting a pretty tough battle. 
In the end I think we did great.
But I closed last semester’s 
book and reshuffl  ed the deck. 
Th e paper has a diff erent feel to it 
this semester. 
Th at plan I was talking about 
is in motion. We have a full 
staff , and not just a full staff , 
but more than enough bodies 
to get those stories we missed. 
We have several beat report-
ers covering everything from po-
lice beats to city government to 
school issues to whatever else is 
out there. 
But here’s the thing. 
We may be the reporters, 
but you can have a voice as well. 
I fi nd it a little funny, and maybe 
funny is not the best word, but 
somewhat ironic that people may 
critique what we write or do not 
write.
Because at the bottom of the 
Perspectives page is a box that 
states, if you have a news, features 
or sports idea e-mail person X, Y 
or Z. 
Also all of our e-mail address-
es are attached to our stories. 
Yet the only thing we get via e-
mail is a list of goods or bads for 
the week, responses to editorials 
or comments. 
No story ideas. 
Nothing.
So here is your 
time to have a voice. 
If you have a story idea, shoot it 
our way. 
Stop by the offi  ce. 
Call us.
If you know someone that has a 
story to tell, let us know.
We too are students, so some-
times the boat leaves without us 
on it, or we cannot focus on ev-
erything you might see as news. 
Sixteen-thousand people 
might have a diff erent perspective 
of what they think is news.
But with your voice and ideas, 
we can take it where we want.
But I promise you, in the com-
ing weeks, there will be no short-
age of good, quality news. 
And nothing on shaving…
>Letter from the editor What’s news? You tell us
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>Letter to the editor
Dear Editor,
 
In response to this past week’s editorial 
by staff  writer, Taylor Pettit, I off er the fol-
lowing response: you must cover more im-
portant stories that matter. 
I have always been a fan of Th e East-
ern Progress and have contributed several 
works in the past myself, addressing issues 
that are important, or at least to me, I sup-
pose. But the very simple fact of the matter 
is that Th e Progress, at times, fails to cover 
and select stories that matter. 
For example, the university held a tu-
ition forum about possible tuition mod-
els and Th e Progress failed to have even a 
headline of the story. Th ere are several oth-
er stories Th e Progress could have covered 
that matter to college students or young 
adults that have meaning. 
Little was done on this past year’s Senate 
race between Rand Paul and Jack Conway 
and what their positions on issues would 
mean for higher education and what that 
could mean for EKU in the future. 
I do not mean to criticize Th e Prog-
ress and the stories about sports, enter-
tainment and other topics have their place. 
I am not the expert on what is important 
or not important in news reporting, either. 
Still I think Th e Progress can do better and 
I know it, because it has in the past. 
Two years ago for example, Th e Progress’ 
expose on the posting policy set off  a fi re-
storm that helped to overturn a policy that 
inhibited freedom of expression. Th erefore, 
I encourage the editors and other Progress 
staff  to select stories that truly matter and 
will make a diff erence to students in many 
ways. And I understand Taylor Pettit’s frus-
tration at not being taken seriously by peo-
ple or various university offi  cials. I think 
the key there is to fi ght back and keep the 
pressure on and fi nd ways to think outside 
the box. As cliché as that sounds, it does 
work and I can say in my own experience as 
a student at EKU, it does work. And I know 
many university offi  cials from the highest 
to the lowest levels are very supportive of 
Th e Progress and the work it does. 
But, as I have said, cover a few more sto-
ries from time to time that truly matter and I 
predict it will make all the diff erence in peo-
ple taking Th e Eastern Progress seriously. 
Luke Morgan 
Student
American history has important acts of 
political violence and dissent on our soil. 
Some of the most famous occurred with 
the premature deaths of Presidents Lin-
coln, Garfi eld, McKinley and Kennedy. 
Some have occurred with assassination at-
tempts of other Presidents and political fi g-
ures. Th e Arizona shootings by reported 
killer, Jared Loughner, became the most re-
cent politically charged and violent act in 
our history. 
What do we know about the motives be-
hind Mr. Loughner’s attack? Was Loughner 
a sole actor? Was there a second? No one 
knows the answers, and I will not specu-
late. I would suggest that you refrain from 
screaming extreme Republican ideology or 
philosophy had an impact until it is certain 
that a political philosophy or just a new 
philosophy was involved. It is my opinion 
that this attack was because Loughner—
forced or not, felt the need to rebel against 
what he believed to be wrong in our politi-
cal structure or process. Political violence 
usually comes from a minority (and some-
times a majority) that feels it needs to proj-
ect its rationale on the suppressor. In this 
incident, Democrat Rep. Gabrielle Giff ords 
became the target. So why Rep. Giff ords? 
We are not sure and it is possible to say 
Loughner disagreed so much with Giff ords, 
that he could not hold back violent feelings. 
So what is going to happen now? Th ere 
are many theories, some blatantly wrong 
and others have traction. Will gun-laws be 
introduced to protect citizens? I am not 
positive it will gain much traction, but it is 
a possibility. Will dissent become a symbol 
of “un-Americanism?” It is certainly possi-
ble by both the hard left wing and the hard 
right wing. Truly, dissent is not “un-Amer-
ican!”
Th e real question is what are we the peo-
ple going to do? We can start by being in-
formed about our rights and responsibil-
ities as an individual citizen. We pin too 
much on what is “right” for us to do, but 
rather, we need to focus on our responsi-
bilities. We must educate—with equal fair-
ness—ourselves on all topics of society. We 
need to understand that we will not get ev-
erything right, accept it, and then prepare 
to envision it better. Take for example a stu-
dent, who learns both sides of an argument, 
looks at them, qualifi es them, evaluates the 
virtues and vices of an argument, and gives 
a coherent and balanced answer. Is this stu-
dent better off  than a student who fl atly re-
jects others ideas—we all know they exist 
in both political ideologies—and this stu-
dent becomes more ignorant, because they 
hinder growth and progress of intelligence 
and political thought? Yes! 
So, I leave you with this: become a per-
son who is educated, balanced in both sides 
of an argument, be truly open and ready to 
accept one is wrong, then make use of the 
knowledge you learned. 
My thoughts and prayers go out to the 
families of the deceased and to Rep. Gif-
fords. 
Jordan Yurt
Chairman of  EKU College Republicans
Education, objective mindsets on political 
issues lead to an informed society
Student addresses staff writer’s call for respect, 
argues more informed coverage needed
Across
1. Cuts (down)
5. Undissolved matter in blood
11. ___ roll
14. Site
15. Brain cell
16. Fold, spindle or mutilate
17. Kind of rattlesnake
19. ___ Today
20. Partially open rose
21. Faithfulness
23. A pint, maybe
24. Knight fi ght
26. Bell the cat
27. 1965 King arrest site
29. A long, long time
32. “Miss ___ Regrets”
33. Black gold
35. Blockhead
37. Columbus Day mo.
38. Tony Stewart, e.g.
41. “Th is means ___!”
43. Essence
44. “What’s ___?”
45. Cornstarch brand
47. Call for
49. ___ post
53. Acquire
54. Doctor Who villainess, with “the”
56. “___ fallen ...”
57. Dwarfed container trees
61. Periods of legal minority
63. “Aladdin” prince
64. Wealth seekers
66. ___-relief
67. Musical compositions
68. Gift on “Th e Bachelor”
69. “Are we there ___?”
70. French philosopher Jean-Paul __
71. Soon, to a bard
Down
1. Brightly colored kerchiefs
2. Brooks Robinson, e.g.
3. Cunning person
4. “___ here”
5. Boredom
6. Be a busybody
7. Mac
8. Face-to-face exam
9. Bananas
10. Black
11. Copier
12. ___ bypass surgery
13. Most undefi ned
18. Gets
22. “Much ___ About Nothing”
25. Young child
28. Shorten, in a way
30. “___ any drop to drink”: Coleridge
31. “Wheel of Fortune” choice
34. Boxer Spinks
36. Quip, part 4
38. Organ player
39. Morgue, for one
40. “Concentration” pronoun
41. Born in wartime
42. Rings of color
46. Harvest goddess
48. Pet ___
50. Freshwater ducks
51. Exceedingly
52. Ease
55. Bing, bang or boom
58. Long, long time
59. Bit
60. Aspersion
62. City on the Yamuna River
65. “Silent Spring” subject
Gun control is an 
unstable powder keg
I am not a liberal, nor am I a conserva-
tive. I’m actually not into politics that much, 
either. But, I fi rmly believe in the right to 
bear arms. I like shooting guns, not at peo-
ple, but at targets. I like owning guns be-
cause it is one of my rights as an American 
citizen that I hold on to. I am not careless 
with the few guns that I own. I know how to 
shoot one and where I am allowed to carry 
one. I know that I am not to shoot anyone 
unless it is in self-defense. If I know these 
things, then how come others don’t? Where 
is the line drawn between who should be al-
lowed to own a gun and who shouldn’t? Un-
fortunately, no one can agree on this issue.
Until Americans can come up with an 
agreement on gun control, we are left with 
individuals who buy fi rearms with the in-
tention of hurting others. 
With every shooting that happens in the 
United States, headlines and news stories 
are bombarded with unanswered questions 
and disagreements on how to handle guns 
and the purchasing of guns. But what about 
the ordinary person out there who owns a 
gun and has a concealed weapons license 
that could have easily saved a kid’s life dur-
ing a school shooting if they were allowed 
to carry one on school property? What 
about the person who has been trained on 
how to use a gun safely and wants to carry 
it to protect their self? What would happen 
if they were to walk into a courthouse to 
pay their car tags and a man comes in and 
starts shooting at random people? Th e cur-
rent laws say to these people that no matter 
what, you are screwed because you are not 
allowed to carry a gun in certain facilities. 
If laws like this stop even one person from 
being shot, then gun control will just make 
it worse.
Th ere has to be other options out there 
to where the government can mandate a 
law that individuals with psychological 
problems will not be allowed to have ac-
cess to owning a fi rearm. To buy a gun in 
Kentucky, a background check is done. Th is 
includes standard questions on the appli-
cation, such as felony charges, illegal im-
migrant, dishonorable discharge from the 
military, restraining orders, misdemean-
or crime of domestic violence, committed 
to a mental institution and any drug use. 
Th is application is sent through the FBI and 
within a few hours or days, your application 
is accepted or not. 
What happens when a person is unsta-
ble or who is a danger to others, but there is 
no record of it? Unfortunately, these people 
are overlooked by the system since anyone 
can lie about being unstable or having vio-
lent tendencies. 
I agree the system needs to be tougher, 
but I believe that no one should take away 
my rights to own a fi rearm. Th is includes 
limiting the amount of fi rearms I am al-
lowed to own. Th erefore my idea would be 
to enforce an amendment to the existing 
law that any individual who wants to pur-
chase a fi rearm would have to go through 
three days (or longer) of training with their 
local law enforcement to receive a Con-
cealed Deadly Weapons License. Within 
these three days, there will be some sort of 
psychological evaluations done, along with 
drug tests. After this, a renewal will be done 
each year with the same training and evalu-
ations. Th is idea, of course, is not perfect, 
but at least it would weed out the people 
who are not considered safe with fi rearms. 
Until the day comes that a decision 
about gun control can be made, we are left 
with the constant battle of right and left and 
most importantly, the rights of the Ameri-
can citizens.
MyTurn
Crystal 
Brockman
Twenty feet of reasons not 
to enact a smoking ban
Th e smoking ban is starting to slither to-
wards Eastern’s campus and not too many 
students are happy about it. Smoking may 
be bad for your health, but at the same 
time it has brought many good things to 
this campus and if passed can create more 
problems.
Many friendships and groups have been 
created around campus because of one 
thing, and that is the smoke box. When 
walking through campus, many people 
meet up when smoking in the smoke box. 
Friendships are made and conversations 
come up while puffi  ng on their tobacco.
Many smokers have honored the rules 
of staying 20 feet away from buildings, plus 
the fact on a cold day, it is better to be in 
a smoke box than out in front of a build-
ing. If non-smokers see someone smoking 
near a building, then tell somebody instead 
of making a huge deal about it. If you have 
a problem with smokers, then avoid them. 
Th ere are plenty of ways to keep both par-
ties happy instead of creating a ban. 
Take this for example. If a smoking ban 
was created, then that means people would 
have to go outside of campus to smoke.
Th ere has been much debate that peo-
ple who don’t smoke on campus pay good 
money to be here and don’t want to have to 
deal with that, but at the same time, there 
are smokers here that pay good money to 
get education and don’t want to have this 
right taken away from them.
Classic protection of rights is that rights 
are protected until they infringe upon the 
rights of another person. Banning smok-
ing would be an infringement on smoker’s 
rights.
It’s about time that Eastern emerges 
from the University of Kentucky’s shadow. 
Th e only reason this policy is up for a vote 
is because UK decided to pass it. If this 
policy passes not only will it be hurtful to 
the smokers, but it will show that all oth-
er Kentucky state institutions are following 
in the footsteps and adhering to the poli-
cies of the “fl agship” school of the state. It’s 
time that Eastern emerges and makes poli-
cies that benefi t Eastern.
As we all know, smoking is bad for us, 
but the last time I checked, did we not have 
the right to make our own decisions about 
our health. We don’t need a school institu-
tion or the radical views of a select group to 
impose their beliefs on the larger student 
body. We all pay tuition, a common sense 
compromise can be met. Th e smoker’s tu-
ition money is just as valuable as the non-
smokers and they too are entitled to rights 
and to not be persecuted.
As a compromise, I would have no prob-
lem with amending the current policy. Per-
haps, giving campus police the authority 
to ticket those who are not in the allot-
ted boundaries or increasing the 25 foot 
boundary to maybe a 50 foot boundary. Do 
something to police the policy more, but 
to simply ban smoking is a violation of stu-
dent rights.
 Th e adoption of this policy would be a 
dark blemish in the history of student gov-
ernment.
 
MyTurn
Greg 
Schulte
which are in blue movie ki-
osk machines. Outside Powell 
where the ATM’s are located, 
is the targeted area to have the 
kiosk installed.
Th ese movie rental kiosks 
are a cheap and easy way to 
rent DVD’s and games, and 
have become very popular in 
recent years. Th ey use a debit 
or credit card to secure a rent-
al for $1 per day. After 25 days, 
the charges cease and the disc 
is yours to keep.
RLC submitted a request to 
Redbox for information con-
cerning pricing, accessibili-
ty, and requirements, and are 
waiting for a response, said 
Ashley Salyer, RLC vice presi-
dent. 
“Basically, we are just in the 
beginning stages,” Salyer said. 
RLC is a branch of the Stu-
dent Government Association 
(SGA) that deals specifi cally 
with on-campus residents. In 
order to have a kiosk installed, 
legislation would have to pass 
through SGA that would ap-
prove this action. If approved 
by SGA, the university would 
provide the funding for getting 
a Redbox on campus.
Once RLC receives the in-
formation requested from 
Redbox, the council will have 
to submit a legislation propos-
al to SGA. If the proposal pass-
es, it will then move to the Stu-
dent Government Cabinet and 
also be presented to resident 
housing. Facilities services will 
also be involved in approving 
this including bringing in ser-
vices to survey the best place 
to install the movie kiosk.
Although the process is 
lengthy, RLC wants to have the 
deal complete and a kiosk in-
stalled by the end of spring se-
mester. 
A normal kiosk carries an 
initial cost around $20,000 and 
is expected to pay itself off  in 
use, but placing the kiosk on 
campus may alter the cost, 
Salyer said.
 “I would use it,” said Kris-
ten Brown senior anthropol-
ogy major, 21, Nortonville. “It 
would be easy and convenient 
to have one on campus.’
But at $20,000 a pop, Kyle 
Beeler sophomore history ma-
jor , 21 of Somerset, doesn’t 
know if installing a movie ki-
osk on campus would be ben-
efi cial.
“I don’t use those things,” 
Beeler said. “You can get any-
thing free on the internet, 
that’s my primary method of 
entertainment.”
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back to us, hoping to become a rallying cry for a bro-
ken, hurting community eager for a distraction.
If you look in the annals of history you can see 
the trend of sports and communities locking arms, 
standing their ground and coming together as one. 
One heart beat. One unit. Live together and die to-
gether. 
Take the fi rst home game in the Superdome after 
Hurricane Katrina. Th e Saints beat down the Falcons 
23-3 in one of the most memorable sporting events 
I’ve ever seen. Behind the sell-out crowd of 70,000 
plus, the Saints could have beaten anyone. It was the 
city of New Orleans’ night and no one would take it 
from them. 
When tragedy strikes, wins and losses seem to lose 
its value. We start to see beyond records, winning 
percentages and quarterback ratings. Very quickly 
beating the cross-town rival seems miniscule in our 
eyes.
In those instances sporting events act as an escape. 
Th ey transport us to a dream world where dazzling 
displays of athletic ability dance around our minds. 
For a few minutes we forget to hurt. We celebrate the 
lives of the people we lost the best way we know how: 
heart, determination and sheer guts. 
It may seem silly to think about sports entertain-
ment as a medicine. But don’t tell that to the Univer-
sity of Connecticut, who in 2009 lost a football player 
who was fatally stabbed at a homecoming dance. Th e 
Huskies rallied for four-straight wins, which included 
a bowl win over South Carolina. 
Head coach at the time Randy Edsall told his team 
before their bowl game “I challenge you to put every-
thing together and do it for Jazz.”
Th ey did both. 
Following the attacks on the World Trade Center, 
the New York Yankees found themselves playing for 
the World Series. Th ey eventually lost the series in 
seven games to the Arizona Diamondbacks, but there 
is no doubt in my mind that that team represented a 
remarkable boost in morale for a fatigued city.
Some people will say that those who try to heal 
through sports suff er from having a false-sense of 
reality, and that entertainment is entertainment, “it 
doesn’t really heal us.” To those people I give you the 
story of Zach Ingles. 
Ingles played basketball here at Eastern. Back 
in 2005 he shot the Colonels into the NCAA tour-
nament with a three-pointer in the fi nal seconds of 
the Ohio Valley Championship against Austin Peay. 
Th e three-pointer helped deliver on a promise Ingles 
made to his mother some nine years earlier. 
On a January morning, the 12-year-old Ingles 
promised his mom he was going to play in the NCAA 
tournament one day. Th at night, Zach scored nearly 
50 points in what would be the last game his mother 
ever watched him play. Th e next afternoon she died 
in a car wreck.
To escape the pain, Zach took to the basketball 
court. He used sports as an outlet. It didn’t replace 
his lost mom but his promise to her was fueled by his 
passion for the game. 
Of course sports won’t take away the pain; I can 
promise you that, but sports, if played right can cover 
up the scars. Sports try to fi nd its place amid tragedy. 
In the heat of the competition fans rally around the 
one sense of normalcy going on around them. If you 
are suff ering from a form of tragedy, I urge you to let 
the game you love take it over. You will be amazed at 
what it can do.
 
COPING
CONTINUED FROM A1
BLUE BOX
CONTINUED FROM A1
dance is two books or $5 and 
all of the proceeds go to the In-
ternational Book Project that 
provides books to children 
around the world and helps 
to build libraries. Addition-
al donations will be accepted 
throughout the night.
Th urman is excited to 
“throw people for a loop,” that 
the honors program was host-
ing a rave instead of the tradi-
tional dances that groups often 
host.
Th e council has booked DJ 
Gunda who produces his own 
music to play at the rave. Th ur-
man said that DJ Gunda has 
specially prepared some re-
mixed classical and electronic 
music. 
“It is a better alternative to 
dancing to rap music,” Th ur-
man said.
Th e Honors Advisory 
Council will provide a des-
sert bar and rave-goers should 
keep their eyes open for a pos-
sible guest appearance by the 
dance theatre.
Th e Honors Advisory 
Council will be selling tickets 
11a.m.-2 p.m. at Powell corner 
today and Monday through 
Th ursday next week.
RAVE
CONTINUED FROM A1
psychology major, who spent four years in the Marine 
Corps. “We only have a certain amount of time, we are 
trying to get ourselves back into the swing of things, 
there are some of us in developmental courses. It’s just 
unfortunate it didn’t pass.”
Sponsoring Student Senator of the legislation, Matt 
Th acker, said he understood the reasons behind seek-
ing the change, but did not support it in practice. 
“I’m a vet and I try to fi t in that more traditional 
student role. If it got passed I wouldn’t use it anyway,” 
Th acker said. 
Th acker said ultimately the decision will go to Pres-
ident Whitlock. 
“I think it will really be a toss-up. We’ll have to see,” 
he said.
According to the VA website and pamphlets, prior-
ity registration is listed as “Coming soon!” depending 
on approval by the university. 
 Members of EKU VETS saw the legislation as an-
other benefi t for student Veterans, in addition to the 
Veteran cohort classes that attempt to create veter-
an only classes, a Veterans-only orientation class, re-
duced tuition and general education textbooks for 
check out from the library.
We were confused by the above paragraph.
“Historically, Veterans have a high dropout rate and 
the more we can do to get them on the right path, the 
better,” said Don King, a sophomore history and Eng-
lish major who has eight years in the National Guard. 
“Integrating yourself back with civilian life is its own 
issue. We are just trying to make this easier for veter-
ans,” he said.
Senators at the Jan. 18 meeting raised a number 
of questions including the growing size of the special 
classifi cation and other groups that should be added 
to the early registration group if veterans were add-
ed, including pregnant women and those on four-year 
scholarships. 
 “Quite frankly, I’m not sure why it didn’t go 
through. It’s quite sad it didn’t pass,” said Andrew Hol-
comb, Student Body Executive Vice President. 
VETERANS
CONTINUED FROM A1
In Eastern Kentucky one can come to 
expect many things: fried chicken, coal 
mining, country music and basketball. 
One thing rarely associated with the re-
gion is rapping prowess, but that is ex-
actly what Eastern sophomore Ian Rosser 
brings to the table. Rosser is a 21-year-old 
broadcasting and electronic media major. 
He works part time at Kroger by day and 
like most college students, enjoys play-
ing video games in his spare time. But by 
night, Rosser doubles as the talented, up-
and-coming rapper Mirage, King of the 
Loose Leaf. 
“Mirage comes from the idea that you 
think you can see me lyrically, but really 
you can’t,” Rosser explains. “Recently, for 
me, it has also come to symbolize that I 
am really strong in my faith and that I 
believe if it wasn’t for God I wouldn’t be 
able to do anything. So you think you’re 
seeing Mirage, as in the artist, me, but 
you’re really seeing God’s ability through 
me.”
Rosser is putting the fi nishing 
touches on his fi rst offi  cial mix 
tape, “King of the Loose Leaf,” and 
could not be more excited for its 
imminent release.
However, it has not been an 
easy road that led Rosser to 
this point. Some of the great-
est rap music is born out of 
tough upbringings and hard 
knock lives, and that is cer-
tainly the case for Rosser. 
Born in Lexington, Rosser 
spent most of his childhood 
on the move. 
“At about age 8, my mom 
lost custody of me. My parents 
were separated and my dad was 
completely out of the picture, 
so I was basically in the state’s 
custody. Th ey always try to 
put you with family fi rst, but 
it didn’t end up working out. 
Th e family is kind of dysfunc-
tional.”
He soon was transitioned 
into a foster home, and for the 
remainder of his adolescence 
he hopped around from home to 
home, trying to fi nd a good fi t. 
“Not a lot of permanency then. I 
was all over Kentucky,” Rosser said.
Finally, when he reached age 15, things 
began to improve as he found his place in 
Danville, where he joined Danville High 
School as a sophomore. 
“I loved it. It was so close knit there so 
you always felt like you had family,” Ross-
er said.
Soon after joining his school’s foot-
ball team, Rosser discovered his true pas-
sions: music and writing. 
“I loved music growing up. I always 
had headphones in. Always. Sitting in the 
back of class with headphones on, talking 
to girls with headphones on. Everything 
I did. Using that bathroom with head-
phones on, you know? (Laughs).”
He began writing his junior year of high 
school, but looking back, he is not the big-
gest fan of his earlier work. “I was terrible,” 
Rosser jokes. “Nobody was liking my stuff . 
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FROM HARD TIMES TO HARD RHYMES 
For many artists, “making it” in the mu-
sic industry is about securing a deal with 
a major record label, or simply becoming 
famous.
But other artists, like Nashville’s “Choc-
olate Soul Child” Sharif Iman, know a 
mindset like that won’t get a musician very 
far.
“[You have to make music] for the heart 
and the love of it,” Iman said. “Do it be-
cause you can sit by yourself and enjoy it.”
Nashville-based talent Sharif Iman has 
slowly been making a name for himself 
since 2005. He’s been selected as an “Art-
ist to Watch” by Clear Channel and his hit-
single “Shine” scored him a 2010 Holly-
wood Music In 
M e d i a 
Award nomination.
Iman has also performed nearby and 
has three shows lined up in Nashville be-
ginning at the end of this month. You may 
have also heard him on select radio sta-
tions in Lexington, Louisville and Bowling 
Green.
Th ings weren’t always easy for the up-
and-coming star. He said he had an epiph-
any about his career after a one-year stint 
living on the music city’s streets as a home-
less performer.
“It was very hard, I can’t really describe 
it,” Iman said. 
But through it all, he said he knew God 
had a plan for him and that living on the 
streets made him much more humble 
and grateful for what he did have – his 
talent.
“It was diffi  cult, but it was like 
I was in the fi re being purifi ed,” 
Iman said. “I was homeless, but 
at the end of the day what ter-
rifi ed me most was being 60 
[years old] and wondering, 
‘What if?’”
Iman’s determination and 
true passion for music is 
what inspired him to contin-
ue onward.
“[I knew] I wasn’t always 
going to be eating out of trash 
cans, [I knew] I wasn’t always go-
ing to be homeless,” Iman said. “I 
chose to not let go of my dreams.”
Now, Iman’s dream is 
his reality, as he 
releases his 
debut album, 
“Shine,” on 
Jan. 25, fea-
turing his hit-
single with the 
same name.
“I’m very excited [about the 
album],” he said, “like a kid in 
a candy store, like a kid at Dis-
neyland. I’m that excited!”
Iman described his album as 
one with positive vibes, saying he 
hoped when people listened to his songs 
it would make them believe in themselves 
and stir change, which is a message clearly 
present in his song, “Shine.”
He said the song embodies change and 
encourages people to chose who they want 
to be, but more so that everyone has the 
ability within themselves to create the life-
style they want and deserve.
“I really want to shine,” Iman said. “I 
want to be who I want to be. Everybody 
can shine if they just walk away from the 
junk.”
In addition to Iman’s album release, 
MUSICIAN MAKES NAME FOR 
HIMSELF AFTER LIVING ON THE 
STREETS OF NASHVILLE 
RISING EASTERN RAPPER, IAN 
ROSSER AKA MIRAGE, TO RELEASE 
NEW MIX TAPE THIS MONTH 
By KAYLIA CORNETT
kaylia_cornett18@mymail.eku.edu
By ADAM TURNER
adam_turner66@mymail.eku.edu
‘Sweeney Todd’ auditions draw big crowd
Eastern’s Th eatre Department will 
present the musical tale of the infa-
mous barber of London, “Sweeney 
Todd,” Feb. 23-27. Chances are, you 
have seen or heard of the fl edgling cult 
classic fi lm version of this story di-
rected by Tim Bur-
ton and (not sur-
prisingly) starring 
Johnny Depp as the 
villainous demon 
barber of Fleet 
Street. 
“Sweeney Todd” 
is the story of a bar-
ber who is unjust-
ly imprisoned and 
comes back to a Dickens-era London, 
seeking revenge for his wife, daugh-
ter and himself. With the assistance of 
Mrs. Lovett and her Meat Pie Shoppe, 
Sweeney Todd delivers his own mor-
bid dose of justice to the corrupt aris-
tocrats of London. 
Anyone auditioning was to come 
prepared with 16 bars of a song (bal-
lad or up-tempo) to sing along with 
staff  accompanist, Byron Turner. Th ey 
also had to read from a script so the 
directors could get a feel for their vo-
cal capabilities, and see where the per-
formers would be best suited in the 
production. More than 45 students au-
ditioned the fi rst night.
Th ose who auditioned also met one 
at a time with Jessica Slaton, the vo-
cal director for West Jessamine High 
School, to check their vocal range. 
“Sometimes someone will come and 
say ‘I only want to be lead female num-
ber one, or I 
don’t want to be 
in it’. Th en you 
will get some 
who say ‘what-
ever’s avail-
able I’m will-
ing to take it…I 
just want to be 
a part of this 
production’ you 
get a wide range and that’s OK,” Slaton 
said.
Chris Walker, an environmental 
health student, has been in plays since 
he was 10. He loves this musical and 
wasn’t auditioning for any particular 
part. 
“I just want to be involved any way 
that I can.”
“Th is music has been around for 
a really long time,” Director and As-
sistant Professor Homer Tracy said. 
“Johnny Depp and Tim Burton revived 
it and made it popular again.” 
Jeremy Mulholland, assistant pro-
fessor in music, said, “Sweeney Todd is 
a very odd musical, and the violent and 
bloody subject matter requires mu-
sic that strays from the typical musi-
cal score. Sweeney is the most diffi  cult 
musically, and the subject matter is by 
far the most mature, dark, and violent.”
Also, referring to the bloody nature 
of Sweeney Todd, Tracy says that it will 
be handled “artistically and tastefully” 
but that it is still a well kept secret as 
to how they will execute these delicate 
scenes.
Students have already made plans to 
see the musical as well. Katie Fitzpat-
rick, a junior communications disor-
ders student, and Lesley Morris, a se-
nior child and family studies student, 
are both avid Eastern theater attend-
ees.
“We love the movie and we are 
thrilled to see it live,” Fitzpatrick said. 
“It’s great that EKU’s Th eater Depart-
ment is putting it on and we can’t wait 
to see it.” 
EKU THEATRE’S NEWEST 
MUSICAL PROMISES TO BE A 
BLOODY GOOD TIME
By SAMANTHA TOY
samantha_toy1@mymail.eku.edu
 › SEE IMAN, PAGE B3
 › SEE ROSSER, PAGE B3
MARLA MARRS/PROGRESS
Christopher Mueller, 19, a sophomore theatre major from 
Louisville, and Olivia Plath, 21, a senior BFA Fine Arts 
photography major, study lines at the auditions last week.
TREY BURKE/PROGRESSPHOTO SUBMITTED BY LUCK MEDIA GROUP
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I am not a music snob here to condemn all modern pop-
ular music to a fi ery grave. I’m just as guilty as the next man 
when it comes to belting Katy Perry tunes out in the car, and 
I even non-ironically enjoy an episode of “Glee” from time 
to time. Nor am I some crazed audiophile with collections 
of antique gramophones collecting dust in my dorm room 
while I claim they are “the only way to listen.” I understand 
and appreciate the convenience iPods and other mp3 players 
bring to our lives and recognize that a popping, scratchy old 
record probably isn’t the perfect way to experience music.
But man, I am in love with vinyl.
After years of hoping and merciless begging, I fi nally re-
ceived a record player for Christmas this year. To many, this 
would be as welcome as a lump of coal, but it was my Holy 
Grail. My very own time machine through the history of 
popular music.
I have long been attracted to the idea of record players 
and the entire span of music that goes along with it. When 
I was younger, I was always enamored by the bright neon 
lights of jukeboxes and would sift through every album list-
ed in them, searching for whatever new music I could fi nd. 
While my friends were listening to 98 Degrees and N’Sync, 
I was discovering Th e Beatles and Th e Who as if they were 
lost relics of a civilization gone by.
I have tried to pin down what exactly has intrigued me 
about the prospect of starting a vinyl collection over the 
years, and I think it ultimately just comes down to respect. 
With piracy running rampant over the internet and iTunes 
embracing the singles generation where albums are broken 
up and ranked song by song as if it were a popularity con-
test, there is something noble about buying an old record. 
Something majestic. When I hold Springsteen’s “Born to 
Run” in my hands, I hold it no diff erently than I would the 
Mona Lisa. I am holding a piece of art in my hands, a piece 
of American history, a unifi ed vision from a musician or 
band playing their hearts out, trying to secure their place in 
time. Vinyls are delicate and demand respect and care. Th ey 
help take me back to the day before the music died. My small 
slice of the American Pie.
And plus, the chicks totally dig it.
Monopoly may not be every-
one’s favorite game, but for the 
past fi ve years it has been AT&T’s. 
From 2006 till present they have 
enjoyed the exclusive rights to Ap-
ple’s iPhone. Th e contract expired 
last November and now the once 
exclusive phone is now fi nding a 
new home on the shelves of Verizon 
Wireless.
 Verizon has decided to get in the 
game by releasing the iPhone under 
their network and AT&T will now 
have to learn how to share rights 
to one of the hottest selling smart 
phones on the market. Verizon CEO 
Lowell McAdam confi rmed the iPhone is 
coming to Verizon customers Feb. 10. Ve-
rizon started negotiating with Apple in 
2008 to hammer out a deal which would 
allow them to carry the iPhone along with 
AT&T. After a year of testing, both compa-
nies have decided that this is the right time 
to release the iPhone to Verizon customers.
When comparing the iPhone from 
AT&T to Verizon’s they look the same, but 
the technology is much diff erent. 
Both phones have their ups and downs. 
Th e Verizon iPhone will cost $199 for 
the 16 GB version. Technology Websites 
such as Business Insider have commented 
that through tests, the web pages load fast-
er on Verizon’s network. Due to the anten-
nae’s position on the Verizon iPhone the 
volume buttons had to be lowered which 
could mean that AT&T customers that 
want to switch over may have to get new 
cases. 
If you wish to switch over to Verizon, it 
will not be cheap if you are still on AT&T’s 
contract. A cancelation fee of $325 must be 
paid fi rst. USA TODAY took a poll showing 
that 29 percent of its readers were switch-
ing over to Verizon as soon as possible 
while 16 percent said they would switch af-
ter their current contract expired.
 Th e Verizon iPhone will have a new hot-
spot that will allow you to share your con-
nection with fi ve other devices over Wi-Fi. 
Th ey have not yet given a price for the hot-
spot feature and many are wondering how 
it will aff ect the battery life. Th ere is no 
GSM in the Verizon iPhone making it dif-
fi cult to use overseas. Some other features 
Verizon’s iPhone will off er are video chat-
ting, multi-tasking of applications, HD vid-
eo recording/editing, as well as a fi ve mega-
pixel camera.
 “It’s a phone, mp3 player, gaming device 
and web browser all rolled up into one de-
vice,” says Chase Mils, a senior computer 
information major. 
Mils, relies heavily on his iPhone. Th e 
only problem is that when he goes home 
to southern Kentucky his 3G plan doesn’t 
work and some of the places that do get 
service don’t work that well. 
“If I could switch to Verizon, I would, 
knowing that I could get a better service 
around where I live,” Chase said.
 Th e AT&T iPhone will not go quiet-
ly though. Th ere are some perks to their 
iPhone that Verizon’s doesn’t have. Th e Ve-
rizon iPhone will not allow you to talk and 
use the web at the same time while AT&T’s 
version will. AT&T off ers their iPhone at 
the price of $49, which is a huge cash dif-
ference between Verizon. When it comes to 
plans the price diff erence between the two 
isn’t that big of a change.
 Technology experts at USA TODAY 
predict that this new Verizon iPhone will 
have fewer dropped calls but that AT&T 
will still come out on top for their fast net-
work regardless of their dead zones.
Customers will soon be able to get their 
hands on the new iPhone and only time will 
tell which phone service will come out on 
top.
Verizon Wireless to release iPhone 
“I want you to take my hand, and I want 
you to come with me on this adventure,” 
Seth Rogen exclaims towards the beginning 
of “Th e Green Hornet.” And what an adven-
ture it is. 
After hearing that there would be a re-
imagining of the long-standing American 
pulp hero, Th e Green Hornet, some fans of 
the old 1960s show or the even older radio 
program were worried that Hollywood had 
turned another timeless treasure into a big 
glob of green mess. 
Luckily, writers Rogen and Evan Gold-
berg and director Michel Gondry made 
their “Th e Green Hornet” into a movie 
fi lled with humor, explosions, butt-kicking 
action and awesome crime-fi ghting gad-
gets. 
Sitting among the audience in a darkened 
theater, one could hear sounds of laughter 
fi ll the room and see groups of people anx-
iously sitting in their seats, following along 
on the high-action car chases. At one point, 
a sing-along even started, which included 
Kato, Th e Green Hornet, the rapper Coo-
lio and myself singing “Gangsta’s Paradise,” 
riding along in the tricked-out 1965 Chrys-
ler Imperial signifi cantly named the Black 
Beauty.   
Not only is Rogen one of the writers, but 
he also plays Britt Reid, aka Th e Green Hor-
net. Although Rogen takes the role of Reid 
into a diff erent version from the show, he 
still manages to make the character enter-
taining and in the end likable. Jay Chou, an 
actor who is not well known in Hollywood, 
but would make Bruce Lee, who originally 
played Kato, very proud, plays the famous 
Kato. Kato’s martial arts experience and 
high-tech gadgets are what make this mov-
ie an exploding adventure.
Th e movie starts out by showing how 
Britt Reid and Kato meet and become the 
crime-fi ghting duo. Cameron Diaz’s char-
acter Lenore Case plays a role as their mas-
termind to fi ghting crime because of her 
knowledge of former criminals and the ac-
tions that they took in the past. Th e evil 
villain Chudnofsky is played by Christoph 
Waltz who some may know from the mov-
ie “Inglorious Bastards.” He is evil, but with 
a sensitive side when it comes to his looks 
and wardrobe, which emphasizes just how 
irreverent and entertaining this movie is.     
With Rogen’s sense of humor as a come-
dic actor paired with Chou’s physical abil-
ities as an action star, together they make 
the perfect crime-fi ghting team. No won-
der the movie made $40 million in the fi rst 
weekend.  VERDICT A
‘Green Hornet’ full of adventure and humor
By CRYSTAL BROCKMAN
crystal_brockman3@mymail.eku.edu
REMAKE OF CLASSIC RADIO, TV 
SHOW MAKES $40 MILLION IN FIRST 
WEEKEND AT BOX OFFICE
VERIZON’S UPCOMING IPHONE 
CHALLENGES AT&T’S DOMINANCE 
WITH NEW FEATURES 
By GREG SCHULTE
greg_schulte@mymail.eku.edu
MOVIE REVIEW
Record player brings back the majestic feel of music
Adam 
Turner
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 “Batman 
Arkham City” 
 Xbox 360, PS3,
Microsoft Windows
After Rocksteady Stu-
dios phenomenal game “Bat-
man Arkham Asylum,” fans 
could only hope for more. 
While gamers in the original 
enjoyed fi ghting old villains 
throughout the confi nes of 
Arkham Asylum, players can 
now take their favorite caped 
crusader into a secluded sec-
tion of Gotham City. Th e game will still have the action/stealth style from its pre-
decessor, but now players can explore Arkham City and begin reclaiming territories 
from local gangs. With an expansive city to explore and plenty of villains to beat up, 
this game is a must for 2011. “Batman Arkham City” is set to release in fall 2011. 
“L.A. Noire”  
Xbox 360, PS3
Well-known and highly an-
ticipated, “L.A. Noire” has 
struck the video game media 
with its jaw dropping cinemat-
ic cut scenes. “L.A. Noire” is a 
sandbox detective game that 
takes place in the 1940s. As the 
title suggests, the game takes 
place in Los Angeles and is in-
spired by the old-time fi lm noir genre. Rockstar, the producers of this game known 
for “Grand Th eft Auto” and “Red Dead Redemption”, are introducing a newly devel-
oping cinematic technology that scans the actors’ faces in order to fully grasp each 
character’s expression as they talk. Little is known about this game, but it’s told to be 
groundbreaking. Th e release date of “L.A. Noire” is still TBA. 
Live Music
Friday & Saturday 
Nights
9:00pm - 1:00 am
Private Parties 
Available
(formals, Christ-
mas Parties, etc.)
Present this ad and receive 25% off all entrees and
appetizers or free cover charge to see the band!
“Gears of War 3” 
 Xbox 360
Th e high-powered, chain-
saw-revving, testosterone-in-
ducing game is back to fi nish 
its trilogy. “Gears of War” has 
been a popular series among 
Xbox players since its fi rst 
game in 2006. According to 
lead designer Cliff  Bleszins-
ki, “the game will answer the 
majority of the questions that 
players have about the history of the world and what’s going on.” “Gears of War 3” will 
also include a four-player co-op mode as well as new weapons and characters. It’s set 
to release April 5, 2011. 
“The Legend of Zelda: 
Skyward Sword” 
 Wii
Th e popular “Legend of Zelda” fran-
chise is making another comeback for 
the Wii. Unlike its predecessor “Twi-
light Princess,” “Skyward Sword” will 
rely heavily on Nintendo’s add on for 
the Wii Remote, the Wii Motion Plus. 
Players will now have to put some eff ort 
in their swings so that the Wii can reg-
ister the diff erence between light and strong attacks. Also, while in the past Zelda 
players would have to pause the game to select their weapon, Nintendo has now 
added a quick shortcut menu to help players advance through the game at a less 
sluggish pace. “Th e Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword” release date is still TBA.
2011 takes video gaming to new level
“Portal 2” 
PS3, Xbox 360, Windows, Mac OS X
For those of you who picked up a copy of “Th e Orange Box” or have 
downloaded “Portal”, by now you are well aware of its upcoming sequel 
“Portal 2”. For the rest of you wondering what “Portal” is, in short it’s a fi rst 
person shooter/puzzle game. You have a gun that shoots up to two por-
tals and it’s up to you to place these portals in the right spots to solve each 
room’s puzzle. Th e big twist this time is that you can now ask a friend to 
join you. Th at’s right: “Portal 2” will feature a co-op mode that will have 
players work together to get through multiple puzzles. Could this game 
answer the age-old question: Is the cake a lie? “Portal 2” is set to release 
April 18, 2011. 
“Shine” recently climbed to eighth spot 
on the FMQB Adult Contemporary Chart, 
in company with top artists, such as Bruno 
Mars and Maroon 5.
“It was amazing to me, and it really 
hadn’t hit me [at the time],” he said. “But 
everybody was going bananas because I 
was beating [artists like] Katy Perry and 
Bon Jovi. It was such an honor, especially 
with the respect I was getting from the ra-
dio.”
But despite Iman’s growing publicity, 
he said the main thing he hopes to accom-
plish through his music is to change the 
atmosphere for people.
“Music is very powerful and very infl u-
ential,” he said. “I am a very transparent 
writer, when I write it’s about personal ex-
perience.”
One way Iman, himself, is attempting to 
help create change is through non-profi ts, 
such as Project: AK-47, an NGO dedicat-
ed to restoring the lives of children in Asia, 
Africa and Latin America, and the Salva-
tion Army.
“I want to give people a chance,” Iman 
said. “I’m not just here to become their 
dream, but I am here and I am accessible 
and [I] care about them.”
For more information on Sharif and his 
tour schedule, visit his Website at www.
sharifi man.com.
IMAN
CONTINUED FROM B1
ROSSER
CONTINUED FROM B1
By TRISTAN MEIMEN
tristan_meimen@mymail.eku.edu
I talked about guns and all of that stupid 
gangster stuff  that wasn’t me.”
Discouraged, he gave up on music for 
over a year until a new Lupe Fiasco record 
inspired him to pick up the pen once again. 
“I just started writing and writing and 
writing and it was literally like I just woke 
up and got better overnight. Th e diff erence 
was I was now writing about things that I 
actually do in life.” 
Rosser cites several rap lyricists as his 
inspiration such as the aforementioned Fi-
asco, Kanye West, Royce da 5’9” and Corey 
Gunz. “Th ose are the artists I look up to 
and try to support, especially the up-and-
coming ones.”
Perhaps the most evident thing after 
talking to Rosser is his incredible enthusi-
asm and passion for his art. 
“My stuff  is not about trying to make 
money, and that is kind of hard to believe 
for a lot of people. But I just have a love and 
passion for music, and I just want it heard, 
you know? If I never make a dollar, that’s 
fi ne. My dream is just to walk down a street 
and hear people saying, ‘Man, you hear 
that new Mirage song? Th at song was cool, 
you gotta hear this!’”
Rosser’s “King of the Loose Leaf” will be 
available both on his Facebook Mirage art-
ist page and for free around campus.
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 Baseball kicks-off 100th season with dinner
“Virginia Tech lost one guy from last year 
but I don’t expect them to fall off  at all,” Oertel 
said. “We really gained their respect last year 
at the NCAA’s so they scheduled us. Th ey will 
be a tough test. But the good things is that they 
may have some fi rst game jitters, where we got 
all of ours out last weekend.”
Junior Jonathon Pine fi nished with a 7-2 re-
cord in the fall. Pine also teamed up with fresh-
man Adam Lawton in doubles play. Th e duo 
fi nished a perfect 3-0 over the fall series. 
Th e match gets underway Saturday at 11 
a.m.
A look at Virginia:
Sunday at 6 p.m. Eastern squares off  against 
the University of Virginia, who come into the 
season ranked atop the ITA men’s tennis team 
rankings for the third time in the past six years. 
Th e Cavaliers fi nished 39-2 last season, as well 
as a perfect 11-0 in Atlantic Coast Conference 
play.
Virginia leads all schools in the nation with 
seven players ranked among the top 125 play-
ers, including fi ve in the top 30. Both, fresh-
man Alex Domijan and senior Sanam Singh 
are ranked in the preseason top 10 for singles. 
Domijan sits at No. 3, while Singh comes in at 
No. 10. 
“Th ese guys are actually better than they 
were last year,” Oertel said. “It eliminates a lot 
of your fear when you see players of that level. 
When you see it on paper your human nature 
is to have fear. But it eliminates a ton of fear 
when you go see them in person and fi nd out 
you can play with that level of competition.”
In doubles, the Cavaliers also have two top 
10 ranked teams. Reigning NCAA champions 
Drew Courtney and Michael Shabaz are No. 3, 
while the team of Domijan and Jarmere Jenkins 
is No. 10.
Courtney and Shabaz made airwaves over 
the fall circuit when they received a wild card 
entry into a USTA tournament. Th e duo’s fi rst 
round match was against the eight-time grand 
slam champion team of Bob and Mark Bryan. 
Th e Cavalier duo lost 7-6(6), 6-4.
“I expect the best competition in the coun-
try,” Oertel said. “But I feel like we are good 
enough to be a top 75 team. We’re playing two 
top 25 teams and I promise you we will not em-
barrass ourselves.” 
TENNIS
CONTINUED FROM B6
SONYA JOHNSON/PROGRESS
Eastern faces a tough challenge this weekend when they take on No. 24 ranked 
Virginia Tech and No. 1 ranked Virginia. The Colonels look to avenge their 2009 loss 
to the Cavaliers, in which no Eastern player won a set. 
Alex Das                 Sr. Valencia, Spain / El Plantio Intl. School of Valencia
Jan Dombrowski     So. Witten, Germany 
Philip Janz Jr. Queensland, Australia / Sunshine Coast Grammar School
Hugo Klientovsky    Jr. Colombe, France / University Pierre Mendes France
Joao Maia  Fr. Porto, Portugal 
Emilio Piriz  Jr. Badajoz, Spain / Colegio Santa Teresa Badajoz
Carles Pons  Jr. Barcelona, Spain / Jesus-Maria St. Gervasi
Niklas Schroeder     Jr. Erwitte, Germany / Staedtisches Gymnasium Erwitte
Parul Verma  Jr. Chandigarh, India / D.A.V. Model School Sector 15-A
Men’s 2010-2011 Tennis Roster
Th e Eastern baseball team will kick 
off  the 2011 season by hosting the 11th 
annual Diamond Legacy Dinner on Sat-
urday, Feb. 5 at 6 p.m. in the Keen John-
son Ballroom. Th e cost for the event is 
$25 per ticket and all Colonel baseball 
supporters are invited to attend the din-
ner. 
Former Colonel baseball player and 
EKU Athletics Hall of Fame member 
Josh Anderson will be guest speaker at 
the event. Anderson was the Ohio Val-
ley Conference Player of the Year in 
2003 and was drafted after his junior 
season by the Houston Astros in the 
fourth round. 
Anderson has played for four dif-
ferent teams since his start in the ma-
jor leagues.  The Eubank, Ky. native 
was Eastern’s first-ever first-team all-
american his junior season. He led the 
nation with 57 stolen bases and batted 
.447. He holds five Eastern records, 
including single-season runs (80), 
hits (106), singles (74) and stolen bas-
es (57), and a career record for stolen 
bases (119).
Also at the dinner, the Colonel base-
ball All-Century Team will be an-
nounced as the program celebrates 100 
years of Eastern baseball. Th e program 
will also serve as a meet and greet for 
this year’s Colonel baseball team. 
Call or e-mail Head Coach Jason 
Stein at (859) 622-2128 or jason.stein@
eku.edu to RSVP.
If attending, please be aware that the 
attire for the night is business casual/
business professional. PHOTO SUBMITTED
Eastern alum Josh Anderson will help the Colonels 
celebrate its 100th anniversary of Eastern baseball.
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT
1 BEDROOM APART-
MENT for rent. No Pets. 
Fifth Street near campus. 
Call (859) 582-5785.
BASEMENT APARTMENT
in private home. Private
entrance. Off-street 
parking. Within walking 
distance of EKU. Utili-
ties included. References 
required. No pets. Great 
for professors or grad stu-
dents. Available Feb. 1st! 
Call between 6-8:00 pm 
(859) 353-5629.
APARTMENT FOR RENT. 
Berry Court. Argyle.
4 Bedroom, 3.5 Bath.
2 Washer hook-ups.
Call 200-9573.
LIFEGUARDS AND 
POOL MANAGERS. 
PPM is hiring for clubs 
and water parks in
Lexington, Louisville, and 
Richmond. $7.50-$13 per 
hour. Email brad40965@
aol.com for application.
BARTENDING. $250/DAY
potential. No experience
necessary. Training available. 
800-965-6520 x. 283.
FOR RENT
NOW 
LEASING
SHAWNEE 
TRAIL
1, 2 and 3 Bedroom
623-4061
 Shawneetrail
@Bellsouth.net
FOR RENT FOR RENT
HELP
WANTED
*The Eastern Progress is not re-
sponsible for the content or valid-
ity of these paid classified ads.
C L A S S I F I E D  A D S
NOW 
AVAILABLE
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Katelyn Court
623-3556
391 Gibson Ln.
Katelyncourtapts
@Bellsouth.net
M
O
RR
OW RENTALS
SHADETREE
A PA R T M E N T S
447 Big Hill Ave.
1 & 2 Bedroom
Nice, Quiet
& Affordable
623-9156
582-3304 U 582-9104
FOR RENT
2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE
1 1/2 baths.
All appliances,
w/d hook-ups
1 year lease
No Pets
Excellent condition!
(859) 200-3610 or
(859) 626-5681
Answer s  to  Puzz le  on A5
CALL 622-1881
TO PLACE A 
CLASSIFIED AD
Justin Stommes
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By Ryan Alves
ryan_alves@mymail.eku.edu
TREY BURKE/ FILE PHOTO
Four Colonels finish with double-figures in win
Kosgei finishes ninth in 
weekend invitational
Women’s chance to break 
losing streak falls short
Junior Lydia Kosgei highlighted the 
Colonels’ trip to the track and fi eld Ken-
tucky Invitational last weekend.
Kosgei, who came on strong at the 
end of last year’s track and fi eld sea-
son and redshirted the 
cross-country season, 
fi nished ninth out of 39 
competitors with a time 
of 4:47.69. Th e only col-
legian ahead of her was 
Tennessee’s Chanelle 
Price.
Her time was the fast-
est of the contestants 
from the Ohio Valley Conference and 
ninth in the country.
Kosgei was named the Ohio Val-
ley Conference Female 
Track Athlete of the 
Week for her perfor-
mance.
Th e Eldoret, Ke-
nya native earned her 
fi rst career OVC ti-
tle last spring when 
she won the women’s 
1500-meter with a time 
of 4:39.99 at the OVC 
Outdoor Track and 
Field Championships. 
Th e Kentucky Invi-
tational had a deep pool of runners, as 
several schools around the nation were 
represented: Alabama, Central Florida 
(women only), Florida A&M, Georgia 
Tech, University of Kentucky and Ken-
tucky State, just to name a few.
In addition to Kosgei, senior Kat Pa-
gano fi nished eighth in the women’s 
3000-meter with a time of 9:51.12, while 
junior Lutisha Bowen fi nished 13th in the 
women’s 60-meter hurdles with a time of 
8.70.
Juniors Evans Kiptoo and David Ma-
tuse led the men’s team. Kiptoo fi nished 
fi fth in the men’s 3000-meter with a time 
of 8:18.40 while Matuse fi nished seventh 
with a time of 8:19.61. Kiptoo’s time was 
best in the OVC and 16th in the coun-
try. Matuse’s time was second in the OVC 
and 20 in the country.
Junior Soufi ane Bouchiki fi nished 
ahead of Matuse and Kiptoo, but was dis-
qualifi ed for a rules violation.
Pagano shared her thoughts on com-
peting against such high level of competi-
tors at the meet. 
“At the start line, you always look 
to your left, and then your right,” Pa-
gano said. “Th e same thought always 
strikes ‘these girls are jacked!’, and ‘ what 
was coach thinking feeding me to the 
wolves?’ But when 
you take a breath and 
step away from the 
moment, you realize 
everyone on the line 
shares something; 
perseverance, dedi-
cation, resilience to 
pain, and a burning 
desire for achieve-
ment. At that mo-
ment, you really ap-
preciate who you are 
standing next to, and 
realize that your not a lost soul on the 
line, but one that is standing right where 
they belong.”
Th e track and fi eld team will fore-
go the Indiana University Gladstein In-
vitational, held this weekend. Th eir next 
competition will be the Rod McCra-
vy Memorial Meet, which will be held 
Jan. 28-29 in Lexington.
Lydia Kosqei
By CHRIS MCGEE
progress@mymail.eku.edu
Reese Bass had a chance to break East-
ern’s eight-game losing streak with a last 
second shot, but it rimmed out and the 
Lady Colonels lost to Southern Illinois 
University Edwardsville 61-60. With the 
loss Eastern (4-13, 1-7 OVC) has dropped 
nine straight.
SIU Edwardsville’s (5-12, 0-0 OVC) 
Courtney Keener sank two 
crucial free throws with 7.6 
seconds left in the game to 
give the Cougars their fi -
nal lead. Th en Bass grabbed 
the in-bound pass, raced up the court and 
heaved a last-second prayer as the fi nal 
horn sounded. 
Eastern trailed by four points heading 
into the half, but re-gained the lead several 
times after intermission. Despite the lead, 
the Lady Colonels couldn’t overcome turn-
overs and lost the rebound battle. 
Fourteen of the Cougars 21 second half 
rebounds were on the off ensive end. Th e 
Lady Colonels were out-rebounded for the 
game 34-31, which extends their streak to 
0-11 this season when they lose the battle 
on the boards.
“Giving up 14 off ensive rebounds in the 
second half hurts after giving up four in 
the fi rst half, it is hard to get over it,” Head 
Coach Chrissy Roberts said. “Turnovers 
and off ensive rebounds will beat you and 
that’s what happened.”
Th e Lady Colonels were careless with 
the rock committing 18 turnovers, allowing 
the Cougars to score 21 points off  of turn-
overs. 
With seven minutes left in the game, the 
Cougars opened up an eight-point lead 55-
47, on a 12-3 run. 
But the Lady Colonels didn’t collapse, 
and instead, made a run of their own, 
making a 10-2 run, their fi nal lead of the 
game. Sophomore Alex Jones sank two free 
throws with 31 seconds on the clock to give 
them that 59-58 lead.
Jones led Eastern in scoring with 19 
points. Sophomore guard Brittany Coles 
dropped in 18 points and freshman guard 
Maria Carpenter added 10 points of her 
own. 
Allyssa Decker, coming off  the bench for 
SIU Edwardsville, scored a team-high 18 
points. 
A look ahead:
Th e Lady Colonels travel to Morehead 
State University Saturday, to take on their 
familiar rivals. 
Th e Lady Colonels lead the all-time se-
ries 40-39. Last season Eastern and More-
head split the series, with each team win-
ning road games. 
As of press time, the Eagles (13-5, 6-2 
OVC) are currently in second place in the 
Ohio Valley Conference.
Easterns’ defensive rebounding will be 
tested again against Morehead. Th e Ea-
gles are leading the league in off ensive re-
bounds (15.2 rpg). 
“In every game off ensive rebounds need 
to be one and done,” Roberts said. “We 
can’t give up 18 off ensive 
rebounds a game and ex-
pect to win.”
Th e Eagles lead the 
league in overall off ense 
with 68.9 points per game. 
Morehead senior guard 
Chynna Bozeman is sec-
ond in the league in scor-
ing with 17.9 points per 
game.
“Morehead is a team that is very aggres-
sive on the off ensive end and they can fl at 
out put the ball in the bucket,” Roberts said. 
“We have to be ready to defend them.”
Tipoff  is set for 3:45 p.m. Saturday.
EKU   60
SIUE 61
By STEPHEN HAUSER
stephen_hauser2@mymail.eku.edu
“...what was coach 
thinking feeding me 
to the wolves?” 
Kat Pagano
Senior Runner
Alex Jones
SIUE 50
EKU  70
Eastern completed its three-game, six-
day road trip with a double-digit win over 
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville 
Tuesday night. 
Four Colonels fi nished in double fi gures 
in 70-50 victory over the Cougars. 
Senior Justin Stommes led all scorers 
with 17 points, while hitting 3-of-6 three-
pointers. Junior Joshua Jones 
added 14 points, while se-
nior Spencer Perrin chipped 
in with 12.  Junior Jaron 
Jones also reached double 
fi gures with 10 points off  the bench. 
“Jaron Jones has really given us a boost,” 
Head Coach Jeff  Neubauer said. “I¹m really
pleased with what he’s giving us backing 
up Justin Stommes.”
Early on Eastern (10-9, 4-4 OVC) jumped 
out to a large lead and led through-
out most of the opening half but 
went through a six minutes scoring 
drought, allowing the Cougars to 
hang around. 
Back-to-back three-pointers 
from Cody Rincker and Michael 
Messer allowed SIU Edwards-
ville to even the score with 4:15 on 
the clock at 23-all. Th e Cougars 
knocked down 7-of-13 of their three-
point attempts before intermission.
A Jaron Jones putback kept Eastern out 
in front, 25-23, before a Stommes three-
pointer made the score 30-26 in favor of the 
Colonels at the half.
Th e game was tight early in the second 
half, but Stommes rattled off  seven straight 
points to give the Colonels their fi rst dou-
ble-digit lead (41-30) with 14:46 showing 
on the clock. A few minutes later, a trifec-
ta from Joshua Jones and a three-point play 
from Jaron Jones sparked a 10-0 Eastern run 
to help push its lead to 19 points, 53-34. 
Th e Cougars (5-14) cut the defi cit to 13 
points on two diff erent occasions late in the 
game, but would get no closer the rest of the 
way. Eastern used hot shooting (60 percent 
from the fl oor) and solid defense in the sec-
ond half to pull away from the Cougars. 
“Th at’s Coach’s big emphasis lately, just 
defense,” Stommes said in a post-game radio 
interview. “If we can hold teams to points 
like that and we have that many good shoot-
ers on this team, we’re going to be able to 
win games that way.”
Cornelius Chatt led the Cougars with his 
team-high 13 points. He was the only play-
er to score more than 10 points for 
the game.
Eastern also had a great night 
sharing the basketball, dishing out 
19 assists. 
“Th at¹s who we have to be,” Neu-
bauer said. “We have to be a group 
that shares the ball. Against this 
team, we really did have opportuni-
ties to cut to the rim and get layups 
and our guys did fi nd each other. 
We’re really pleased with that.”
A look ahead:
Eastern returns to OVC action Saturday, 
Jan. 22 at rival Morehead State. 
Th e Eagles (12-7, 5-3 OVC) are coming 
off  a road-loss to Eastern Illinois 47-40.
Morehead shot a season low 26 percent 
and was held to its lowest point total since 
2005-06 in the loss last Saturday. 
It was the fourth straight year the Ea-
gles have loss to the Panthers on their home 
court. 
Th e Eagles led 23-21 at the break but 
were outscored 26-17 in the fi nal 40 min-
utes.
Preseason OVC Player of the Year pick, 
Kenneth Faried led the Eagles with 13 re-
bounds but was held to a season-low fi ve 
points in the loss. He also committed eight 
turnovers. 
Eastern loss both games against More-
head last season. Th e key for the Colonels 
will be stopping Faried. In both games the 
big man scored a combined 35 points and 
grabbed 32 rebounds. 
Th e game will be televised by ESPNU be-
ginning at 1 p.m.
Junior guard Joshua Jones drives to the basket in a game earlier this season. Jones scored 
14 points in Eastern’s win over Southern Illinois Univeristy Edwardsville Tuesday night. 
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SPORTS
Men’s tennis to play against two top 25 teams
PHOTOS SUBMITTED
Eastern’s dance team competed in its first ever trip 
to the Universal Dance Association’s College National 
Championships. The squad finished fifth out of 30 teams 
in the Division I Pom category. 
For most athletes, winning the big game results in a trip to Disney World. 
But for Eastern’s dance team, its big 
moment already took place inside the 
Castle’s walls when they fi nished fi fth 
out of 30 teams in the Division I Pom 
category.
“We knew how good we could be 
and we had a goal of fi nishing in the 
top fi ve and we did that,” said senior 
captain Angelene Sylvester. “I’m so 
proud of our team.”
It’s even more impressive consid-
ering it was the team’s fi rst trip to the 
Universal Dance Association’s College 
National Championships. 
“We were defi nitely intimidat-
ed coming from such a small school 
and our confi dence wasn’t very high,” 
dancer and co-captain Alex Spangler 
said. “We kind of underestimated our-
selves. But once we got there we real-
ized we could do it. We did so well. I’m 
so proud.”
As a team, competing against top 
universities from across the nation 
was an exhilarating adventure. Th e 
long hours of practicing turns, leaps, 
jumps and conditioning paid off  divi-
dends. 
“We really worked our butt off  all 
year for this,” sophomore Erica Camp-
bell said. “Performing at the ballgames 
and stuff  is really fun but we wanted to 
do something to prove we belong and 
are one of the best teams in the coun-
try.”
But being the team’s fi rst competi-
tion on the national level they didn’t 
know what to expect.
“We knew that UDA was the big-
gest dance competition in America so 
we knew there would be a lot of good 
teams,” Sylvester said. “We knew how 
good we could be. We were kind of ex-
pecting it would be challenging be-
cause other teams had been going to 
these for years. Our goal was the top 
fi ve and we did that.”
Th e weekend gave the team a great 
chance to expand on their Colonel-
bond. 
“We never really get sick of each 
other,” Sylvester said. “We all enjoyed 
total strangers coming up to us and 
saying ‘Go Eastern.’ Even the UK fans 
were cheering us on because we are a 
Kentucky school. We had a great time 
representing Eastern. And we repre-
sented well.”
Th e team also took pride in the fact 
that the trip’s expenses were all paid 
through team fundraising.
“We had a clinic for young girls to 
learn dance, we sold poinsettias for 
Christmas, made T-shirts and we 
worked at Keeneland,” Spangler said 
of the teams fundraising. “Raising the 
money ourselves made it that much 
better.”
Head Coach Laura Hazelwood was 
very proud of her team.
“It was our fi rst time and this com-
petition is a very big deal, so everyone 
was a little nervous,” Hazelwood said. 
“Th e girls worked so hard leading up 
to it. Th ey even put in extra practice 
while we were down there. We had 
such great energy and I was very ex-
cited about placing fi fth.”
Th e team also competed in the Di-
vision I Jazz category and placed 21 
out of 22 teams. Th ough the fi nish 
wasn’t what they had hoped for, the 
team now has experience to build on 
for the future.
“Jazz is very technical,” Spangler 
said. “Our technique was one of our 
weakest areas in the pom too. But in 
jazz, technique shows up a lot more 
than it does in pom. We are now going 
to start incorporating jazz and ballet 
techniques into practice every week.”
Judges looked for several things to 
evaluate the dancers on. Teams re-
ceived points based on an 85-point 
scale, grading for overall eff ect, cho-
reography and execution. Squads were 
also judged based on a pre-submitted 
“spirit tape.” 
Th e tape was to show school and 
community spirit. Eastern received the 
full 15 points available for the tape. It 
was automatically added onto the oth-
er possible 85 points to create a raw 
score out of 100.  Eastern received 81.28 
points out of 100.
“Th is really motivated us to get 
back home and start practicing again,” 
Spangler said. “Every girl was like ‘lets 
start next week.’ We started coming up 
with new practice ideas, warm-ups, 
costumes and routines for next year. 
We all learned a lot and it makes us 
want to push harder.”
Th e team hopes to return to Na-
tionals next year.
“Th is gave us a big boost in confi -
dence,” Sylvester said. “Next year we 
want to come home with at least a 
third place trophy.” 
SONYA JOHNSON/PROGRESS
Junior Niklas Schroeder competed at No. 4 singles against Union and No. 3 singles against 
the Cumberlands. He won both of his matches, 6-0, 6-2 and 6-0, 6-1 respectively.
After sweeping two matches against 
Union College (Ky.) and the University of 
the Cumberlands over the weekend, the 
Colonels travel east for two road matches 
against Virginia Tech and the University of 
Virginia.
Over the weekend 
Eastern’s slammed home 
a pair of decisive shutouts 
over Union, 7-0, and the 
Cumberlands, 6-0. 
Th e Colonels won all 
six singles matches in 
straight sets against the 
Bulldogs, a team that was 
ranked 13th in the fi nal 
NAIA polls of the 2010 
season. Th e Colonels also 
swept the doubles portion 
over the Bulldogs 3-0. 
Eastern then followed 
up by taking all six singles matches against 
the Cumberlands in straight sets as well. 
Th e two teams did not compete in doubles 
play.
“Th is was a great way to get started,” 
Head Coach Rob Oertel said. “Th ey are a 
good tennis team. Th e guys seem to play 
at a diff erent level during the team season. 
I’m very encouraged by the scores that were 
posted.”
A look at Virginia Tech:
Th e Hokies enter the year ranked No. 24 
in the ITA preseason standings. Last sea-
son Virginia Tech made its fourth straight 
NCAA tournament birth 
but was ousted by the Uni-
versity of Louisville in the 
second round. Th e Cardi-
nals were also the team to 
knock out Eastern in the 
fi rst round. 
Th e Hokies fi nished the 
2009-2010 season 16-8 
overall and will look to re-
bound after losing their top 
singles player, senior Yoann 
Re. 
Leading the charge this 
year will be seniors Will Beck and Pedro 
Graber. Both completed successful fall cir-
cuits. Beck fi nished at 7-4 and Graber end-
ed at 9-3. 
By Ryan Alves
ryan_alves@mymail.eku.edu
By Ryan Alves
ryan_alves@mymail.eku.edu
“We’re playing two 
top 25 teams and 
I promise you we 
will not embarrass 
ourselves.” 
Rob Oertel
Head Coach
 › SEE TENNIS, PAGE B4
Dance off in the
Magic Kingdom
